Abstract. This report presents a database of about© © graph invariants for deriving systematically necessary conditions from the graph properties based representation of global constraints. This scheme is based on invariants on the graph characteristics used in the description of a global constraint. A SICStus Prolog implementation based on arithmetic and logical constraints as well as on indexicals is available.
Introduction
Adding necessary conditions to a constraint program has been recognized in the early time of constraint programming [1] as a key point in order to enhance efficiency. However this was usually done manually after a careful analysis of the problem under consideration or by identifying typical constraints patterns [2] . Beldiceanu presented in [3] a systematic description of global constraints in terms of graph properties: among the 227 constraints of the catalog of global constraints [3] , about 200 constraints are described as a conjunction of graph properties where each graph property has the form , where is a graph characteristic, is a comparison operator in
, and a variable that ranges over a finite set of integers (a domain variable). Within this context, this report presents a database of graph invariants: given a specification of a constraint 3 in terms of graph properties, we can automatically extract, from that database, graph invariants that mention the graph characteristics used in the specification of , and post these invariants as necessary conditions for the feasibility of Using graph invariants is especially useful when a global constraint mentions more than one graph property in its description. In this context, these graph properties involve several graph characteristics that cannot vary independently. Section 2 recalls the graph-based representation of global constraints. Section 3 introduces graph invariants, while Section 4 presents the database of graph invariants. The database and its } 0 "
graph invariants and their corresponding proofs is available in Chapter of [3] . Finally, Section 4 provides an evaluation of the approach on two constraints, which mention various graph characteristics.
Graph-Based Representation of Global Constraint
This section summarizes the representation of global constraints as graph properties in [3] and illustrates this framework on the group [7] and the change continuity [3] constraints, which will be used throughout this report. They both correspond to timetabling constraints which allow for expressing conditions on sliding sequences of consecutive working days of a given person. ) respectively denote the number of vertices of the smallest and the largest connected components (resp. the strongly connected components). 
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Fig. 1. Examples of arc generators
Illustrative examples of the graph-based representation. We now define the group and the change continuity constraints and present their links with the graph-based description. Since they respectively use and graph characteristics these constraints can potentially benefit from the use of graph invariants. 
The leftmost part of Figure 2 depicts the initial graph of well as the two final graphs associated to the two graph constraints of the example given for the group constraint. 
are respectively equal to the number of periods of change and of continuity,
are respectively equal to the number of variables of the smallest and largest period of change,
are respectively equal to the number of variables of the smallest and largest period of continuity,
are respectively equal to the total number of changes and continuities.
of minimum and maximum size¨and Ã . Finally, the total number of changes and continuities are respectively equal to Ö and Ã . The graph-based description of the change continuity(NB PERIOD CHANGE,NB PERIOD CONTINUITY,MIN SIZE -CHANGE,MAX SIZE CHANGE,MIN SIZE CONTINUITY,MAX SIZE CONTINUITY,NB -CHANGE,NB CONTINUITY,VARIABLES,CTR) constraint uses two graph constraints which respectively mention the graph properties Figure 2 depicts the initial graph of well as the two final graphs associated to the two graph constraints of the example given for the change continuity constraint.
Graph Invariants
Within the scope of the graph-based description this section introduces implied constraints which are systematically linked to the description of a global constraint: -We then describe the different contexts where graph invariants can be used.
-Finally, we show how to get sharper graph invariants by taking advantage of the structure of the global constraint under consideration.
Since no final digraph contains isolated vertices, the database of graph invariants considers digraphs for which each vertex has at least one arc.
Context for Using Graph Invariants. They can be used in the following contexts:
-Quite often, it happens that one wants the final digraph to satisfy more than one graph property. This was illustrated by the balanced assignment constraint (see Example 2) as well as by the group and change continuity constraints. In this context, these graph properties involve several graph characteristics which cannot vary independently. (but not to both). An example of such global constraint is the group constraint depicted by Example 3. In these situations the graph properties associated to the two graph constraints are not independent. This will be illustrated by Example 12.
Graph Classes. By definition, a graph invariant has to hold for any final digraph. For instance, we have the graph invariant
, which relates the number of arcs and the number of vertices of any digraph. This invariant is sharp since the equality is reached for a clique. However, by considering the structure of a final digraph, we can get sharper invariants. For instance, if our final digraph is a subset of an elementary path (e.g. we use the ô õ ö h ÷ arc generator depicted by Figure 1 ) we have that
, which is a tighter bound of the maximum number of arcs since
. For this reason, we consider recurring graph classes that show up for different global constraints. For a given global constraint, a graph class specifies a general property which holds on all its final digraphs. In addition, we also consider graph constraints such that their final digraph is a subset of the digraph generated by the arc generators depicted by Figure 1 .
Example 5. We provide typical examples of graph classes and, for each of them, we point to some global constraints that fit in that class:
: graph constraint for which the final digraph doesn't have any circuit (e.g. change [7] , change continuity [3] , common [3] ).
constraint defined by two graph constraints having the same initial digraph, where each arc of the initial digraph belongs to one of the final digraphs (but not to both) (e.g. change continuity [3] ).
graph constraint for which the final digraph is bipartite (e.g. alldifferent on intersection [3] , common [3] ).
: denotes the fact that the graph constraints of a global constraint use only the ¤ ¦ ¥ § © and the ¤ arc generators and that their final digraphs do not contain consecutive vertices which have a loop and which are not connected together by an arc (e.g. group [3] ).
graph constraint for which the final digraph is reflexive, symmetric and transitive (e.g. balance [3] , nvalue [5] ).
: graph constraint for which the final digraph doesn't have any loop (e.g. change continuity [3] , common [3] ).
graph constraint for which all the vertices of the initial digraph belong to the final digraph and for which all vertices of the final digraph have exactly one successor (e.g. alldifferent [8] , cycle [9] , tree [10] ).
graph constraint for which the final digraph is symmetric (e.g. connect points [3] ).
constraint defined by two graph constraints having the same initial digraph, where each vertex of the initial digraph belongs to one of the final digraphs (but not to both) (e.g. group [3] ).
The Database of Graph Invariants
This section introduces the database of graph invariants we have built so far. It first provides a taxonomy of graph invariants and discusses their implementation. It then presents the organisation of the database. Finally, it explains how to use the database in order to automatically extract the relevant invariants for a given global constraint.
Taxonomy of Graph Invariants. Within the database of graph invariants we currently have seven categories of graph invariants. These categories steem from the structure of the formulae associated to the invariants. 
I1. Invariants involving
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I2.
Invariants characterizing the lower bound (resp. upper bound) of a given graph characteristics 3 in terms of other graph characteristics
. They are defined as an inequality of the form
), where
is a formula involving the graph characteristics
Example 7.
As illustrated by Figure 3 
I3. Invariants defining, for a given graph characteristics
3
, a forbidden interval of values of the form
, where
are formulae involving graph characteristics distinct from
. These invariants usually come from a disjunction of the form 
I4. Invariants of the form
is a graph characteristics and
are formulae involving graph characteristics distinct from 3 . These invariants usually come from a disjunction of two invariants 
I5. Invariants described by an implication between two conditions. These invariants have the form
is a condition involving one or two graph characteristics, and where
is either a condition involving one or two graph characteristics, either an invariant of type I2 or I3.
Example 10.
As an example, consider the invariant e a a c d
, which depicts the fact that, if the number of vertices of the smallest connected component is not equal to the size of the largest connected component, the number of connected components is at least¨.
I6.
Invariants depicted by an equivalence between two given conditions where each condition involves one single graph characteristics. I7. Invariants involving graph characteristics coming from more than one graph constraint.
Example 12.
is an invariant which can be applied when: Each graph invariant has a precondition which defines its applicability. The precondition consists of an, possibly empty, conjunction of elementary conditions which characterize the graph class for which it can be applied. An elementary condition is either one of the keywords
characterizing a specific graph class which was previously introduced, either an expression of the form
is an arc generator used for generating the arcs of the initial digraph.
Example 13. Consider the graph invariants
of type I3 which both relate the number of arcs and the number of vertices of a digraph. The first one has no precondition and therefore holds on any digraph, while the second one applies only on those digraphs that are a subset of an elementary path.
Implementing Graph Invariants. Most graph invariants are usually directly implemented as constraints which directly reduce the domains of the graph characteristics they involve. For this purpose we use:
-The arithmetic constraints of SICStus, which include constraints over non linear expressions [11, page 501], -Propositional formulae over arithmetic constraints [11, page 461] .
Finally, we also use indexicals [12, 13] for implementing some graph invariants. An indexical is a reactive function rule of the form in , where is a domain variable and is a set valued range expression. Indexicals are used for encoding invariants that define a forbidden interval of values for a given graph characteristics (e.g. category I3) and for explicitly implementing the propagation of some non-linear arithmetic constraints for which the existing constraint propagation is too weak. Invariants of category I3 have the form
are formulae involving the graph characteristics
The idea is to evaluate the maximum value, , of
as well as the minimum value, , of
and to remove from 
Database Organisation. As we previously saw, we have graph invariants that hold for any digraph as well as tighter graph invariants for specific graph classes. As a consequence, we partition the database into groups of graph invariants. A group of graph invariants corresponds to several invariants such that all invariants relate to the same subset of graph characteristics and are variations of the first invariant of the group taking into accounts the graph class. Thus, the first invariant of a group has no precondition, while all other invariants have a non-empty precondition that characterizes the graph class for which they hold.
Example 15. As a first example, consider the following group of invariants, which relate the number of arcs a $ d to the number of vertices of the smallest and largest connected component (i.
On the one hand, since the first invariant has no precondition, it can be applied to any digraph. On the other hand, the second invariant specifies a tighter condition (since e
Example 16. As a second example, consider the following group of invariants, which relate the number of arcs a $ d to the number of vertices a k k R according to the arc generator (see Figure 1 ) used for generating the initial digraph:
The database currently contains -We then search for all groups of graph invariants involving a subset of the previous graph characteristics ï s ð
. For each selected group we filter out those graph invariants for which the preconditions are not compatible with the graph class of the graph constraint under consideration. In each group we finally keep those invariants that have the maximum number of preconditions (i.e. the most specialized graph invariants).
-Finally we state all the previously collected graph invariants as implied constraints. This is achieved by using the variables associated to each graph characteristic.
Experimental Results
This section illustrates the approach on the group as well as on the change continuity global constraints, which were previously introduced. We have compared the following approaches:
-In a first approach each graph characteristic was handled independently. This was concretely done by constructing an automaton for each graph characteristic and by reformulating that automaton as a conjunction of constraints as described in [14] . -The second approach reuses the first one but, in addition, also exploits the database of graph invariants in order to generate invariants which link the graph characteristics used in the description of group and of change continuity.
We first detail the automata used for the group constraint as well as the graph invariants. Since it is very similar to the group constraint, we then shortly discuss the implementation of the change continuity constraint. Finally, we present the computational results obtained for the first and second approaches on the group as well as on the change continuity constraints. , while a thick line denotes the fact that a variable does not take its value within
. Finally, a transition with a dashed line indicates the end of the sequence of variables. Since all the four automata use counters, we indicate how these counters are initialized in the initial state s, how a counter is unified to an argument of the group constraint in the final state t, and how they are possibly updated on a given transition. When there are several transitions between a given pair of states, we indicate with a dotted line or a standard line its type (see for instance the two transitions between s and s of the automaton depicted by part (C)).
The automata associated to
are similar to the automata depicted by part (B) and (C), except that we change a thick line to a standard line and vice versa. The first approach for implementing the group constraint uses these six automata we just depicted. In the second The first approach for implementing the change continuity constraint uses these eight automata. In the second approach we reuse the eight automata and, in addition, extract a set of 32 graph invariants from the database of invariants.
Performance. In order to evaluate the efficiency gained by adding graph invariants, we performed three experiments, generating random instances of the group and change continuity constraints. VARIABLES was chosen as a sequence of ae domains variables ranging over
, VALUES as the singleton set è ú 0 1
, and CTR as ' . A constraint instance was generated by setting the initial domain of each domain variable to a randomly chosen interval.
In the first experiment, we computed the total domain size of the domain variables after posting, without invariants vs. with invariants, discarding infeasible instances, for ae '
. In the second experiment, we computed the time for posting the constraint instance and searching for all solutions, without invariants vs. with invariants, for ae ó '
. In the third experiment, we computed the time for posting the constraint instance and looking for the first solutions . Furthermore, with 10% probability, the variables in VARIABLES were fixed.
The results are presented in six scatter plots in Figure 6 , one row per experiment. Each point represents a random instance, its X coordinate corresponding to excluding the invariants, and its Y coordinate corresponding to including them. The ' è ç line is shown in each graph. In the second and third rows, feasible and infeasible instances are denoted differently. Runtimes are in milliseconds.
From these experiments, we observe that the invariants significantly improve the domain reduction including detecting infeasible instances, but that they do not pay off for the purpose of just finding all solutions of feasible instances. However, in a more realistic setting, the improved domain reduction may well lead to savings in search effort that outweigh the overhead of the invariants.
Conclusion
The database of graph invariants introduced in this report can be seen as a way to automatically generate necessary conditions for global constraints that can be described in terms of graph properties. In fact, it complements the computation of lower and upper bounds for the graph characteristics presented in [15] . The key advantages of the approach are:
-Instead of developing a specific code for a given global constraint, we come up with graph invariants that can be applied to all global constraints sharing a given graph property. -The database of graph invariants can be enriched incrementally and systematic experiments can point out missing graph invariants.
Finally, as demonstrated by our experiments on the group and the change continuity constraints, it also clearly shows that the graph-based representation and the automaton-based representation of global constraints are not competing approaches for representing the meaning of a global constraint. In fact, when for a given global constraint, both representations are available 
